moved to amend as follows:

1. In line 19552, after the underlined period insert "If the county accepts funds under this section, the adult parole authority is relieved of its duties to supervise offenders placed on community control by courts of that county under division (A)(2) of section 2929.15 of the Revised Code."

2. In line 21090, delete "if" and insert ", unless"

3. In line 21092, after "(B)" insert "or (C)"; after "Code" insert an underlined comma

4. In line 21117, delete "if" and insert "unless"

5. In line 21118, after "(B)" insert "or (C)"

6. In line 21119, after "or" insert "to"

The motion was ________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

Adult Parole Authority supervision of community control offenders

R.C. 2929.15 and 2301.32

Modifies a Senate-passed provision that allowed for the Adult Parole Authority (APA) to offer a county funding for probation services so that instead of relieving the APA of its duty to supervise offenders placed on community control
sanctions unless an agreement is in place between the county and the APA, the APA is relieved of its duty to supervise offenders placed on community control sanctions by a court of a county without a probation department only if that county accepts the funding from the APA or enters into an agreement with the APA.